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About This Content

For more than two centuries, Rome has slowly expanded her control over the tribes of ancient Italy. But as her borders encroach
on the proudly independent Greeks of the Southern coast, they call upon an ambitious young king from across the sea to come
to their aid. Eager for glory, Pyrrhus, the “eagle” of Epirus, gathers his armies and sets sail for Italy. Commanding phalangites
from Macedonia, cavalry from Thessaly, and rare War Elephants from Egypt, Pyrrhus will challenge Rome with the fiercest

warriors of the Greek world. But the cost of victory will be high, and Pyrrhus' ambitions do not end at pushing back the
Romans. The Eagle King believes himself to be the next Alexander, and does not plan to sail home until he has carved out a new

empire of his own.

New Historical Campaign
Hegemony III's first historical scenario follows the campaigns of “The Eagle King”, Pyrrhus of Epirus as he battles against

Rome and Carthage to forge himself a new empire. The all-new scenario includes scripted battles, historical notes and more
than two dozen new objectives.

Expanded Map
Expanded map adds the island of Sicily to the original sandbox with more than 20 new cities and a dozen new factions including

Epirus, Syracuse, Mamertines and more.

New Invasion Sandbox Mode
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Inspired by the Gallic and Epirote invasions of Italy, play the sandbox in a whole new way with a customized army and no
starting cities. New objectives allow you to forge alliances and intimidate rivals as you march your army towards a new empire.

New Units
Wage war with powerful new units including Pyrrhus' War Elephants, Macedonian Phalangites, Thessalian Cavalry and more.

Expanded Naval Warfare
Expanded naval campaign with new ships, tactics and mechanics
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Title: Hegemony III: The Eagle King
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Longbow Games
Publisher:
Longbow Games
Release Date: 16 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Vista, 7, 8 and 10

Processor: Intel i5 or Equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB DirectX 9.0c compatible card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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Fun game, well done for an indie game. Good graphics and sound, fun to play and quite challenging.Those llamas are driving me
craaazy. This game is a ton of fun, and definitely worth $3.

PROS
- Easy to learn, strategic play
- Hilarious positions & situations
- Insane blood effects & limb removal

CONS
(Because it's early access)
- Hotseat only, meaning you have to share a mouse. I plugged in a second mouse so players don't need to be right next to
eachother, but you're still sharing the same cursor.
- No graphics or control options at this time. It defaults to a 16:9 resolution, but it maintained proper aspect ratio on my 16:10
monitor.
- Game is silent (I recommend playing The Matrix soundtrack in the background).

SUGGESTIONS
- Controller support.
- Graphics options.
- When a fight is over, play the fight back in real time.
- More weapons and arenas.
- Character customization.
- Steam workshop support (for the previous two bullets).. If you ever had a pet, especially a small one, a pet kid, you know pets
sometimes can leave the... hm... dirt in improper places - in this game you take part in that eternal fight between a pet and his
owner about cleanness and purity against the dirt and smell - PvP multplayer with a poop and a broom as weapons!. Well I was
quite enjoying playing the game until Steam decided to force me to reinstall it, probably because all Steam ever wants to do is
update itself unnecessarily meaning I lost every one of my saved games. Thanks a lot. I'm not happy! I recommend this game,
but not via Steam. Useless!!!!!. Like this game, not bad. 1. See game in the Store. Art looks great. It's a roguelike? I'm in!

2. See mixed reviews. What are they complaining about? Difficulty too hard? No problem! Unskippable intro animation? Boo!
Annoying puzzle minigame? Ugh. Needless delays in the dice game? Boo!

3. See patch notes. The developer has fixed all the complaints! You can now turn off the unskippable animation, skip the
minigame, and play the dice game instantly. Wow!

4. Realize that this is a developer that cares about the players and responds to community feedback. Realize that the issues
raised in the negative reviews have been fixed. Yay!

5. Buy game at full price.

6. Play game. It's fun. Horray!

7. Game crashes. Boo!

8. Restart game? Nope. Game leaves some processes running and won't restart.

9. Reboot.

10. Restart game? Yes!

11. Play game. It's still fun. Horray!
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12. Game crashes. Won't restart. Reboot. Restart game. Crash. Reboot. Crash. Reboot.

13. Request refund.. Fun little game that reminds me of space funeral, has a great sense of humor. This is a program that I
would pay \u20ac0,50 for, not \u20ac3,99. Because I felt like taking it easy and relaxing for a bit, I decided to stab myself in the
feels with this gorgeous-looking, eargasmic little mix of smiles and tears.

Would gladly do the same with the sequels.. Quick fun game. Interesting although quick plot.
IMO, not worth full price but snatch it when on sale. It will entertain you in "that lazy rainy afternoon you wanted to stay at
home".
The story is simple and straightforward. I consider the challenge "medium". Some people will just blaze through it as there was
no challenge at all and some others will reach the end still wondering who did it. Most people will see this as a decent challenge.
Give it a try, worth a good sale price.
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Good DLC and lots of content for its price. Good to see games made out of this very interesting but sadly often neglected
theater of WWII. Units and surroundings are historical and well made even though Finnish troops feel unhistorically weak
sometimes but I quess that is bacause of gameplay balance. In reality Finns had superior quality and soviets superior quantity but
in this game it doesn't really show. Entertaining and well made DLC nevertheless.. + great sensation of speed
+ original and fun score and turbo system
+ fun drifting
+ cool looking cars

- a bit on the short side (less than 4 hours to beat the campaign), but has tons of replay value for sheer fun alone and if you want
to get Gold Trophies in every race

Recommended if you want short fun rides. It's nice to play a couple of races when you only have a few mins to yourself.. Game
Information

Lost Lands: The Golden Curse Collector's Edition is an Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game that is developed and published by
Alawar Five-BN.

The third chapter of the game's series. Previous installments as follows: "Dark Overlord" and "The Four Horsemen."

Since this is a collector's edition game, it comes with extra features, that are not available in its' counterpart; the standard
edition.

Game Visuals

I want to mentioned that the visuals in the game is well done. The visuals can be adjusted in the's game's option menu.

Game Audio

I want to mentioned that audio for the game is well done. Even though the audio is somewhat simplistic and repetitive. The
audio can be adjusted in the game's option menu as well.

Gameplay

There are three different difficulty modes to choose from: Easy; Normal and Hard.

The notebook keeps tracks of progression in the game. Such as story events and clues.

There is an interactive map in the game. It allows the player to fast travel between each locations quickly without having the
need to constantly backtracking. It also indicates that there are variety of tasks that can be completed at various locations within
the game. The interactive map is automatically given at the start of the game.

There is a padlock feature that is available to lock the inventory panel in place to make it stationary.

There are some interactive items in the game. Some of the interactive items may require extra components before it can be
interact with. All interactive items are marked with a symbol in one of the corners.

The hidden object scenes consists of the following: Shadow items. Some of these hidden object scenes may require little or no
interaction. Most of the hidden object scenes can be replayed in the game's extra feature section.

The puzzles are fairly easy to solve without having the need to skip any of them. Most of the puzzles can be replayed in the
game's extra feature section as well.

There are three sets of collectibles in the game, Figurines; Manuscript and Susan's Personal Items, they are scattered throughout
the game for the player to find.
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There are morphing objects (beyond objects) in the game. They are scattered throughout the game for the player to find as well.

There are twenty-two different achievements that can be unlocked from playing the game. Each of these achievements does
come with some requirements that needs to be completed before they can be unlocked.

Since this is a collector's edition game, there is a bonus chapter, but it can be accessed only after the main story is completed.

Miscellaneous

There are extra features in the game: Bonus Chapter; Bonus Hidden Object Scenes; Bonus Puzzles; Wallpapers; Concept Art;
Soundtrack and Game's Strategy Guide. Most of these extra features can be accessed only after the entire game is completed.

Final thoughts: I have found the developer's method of advertising their other games is unappealing. The advertisement pops up
in the beginning before the actually game loads. They have already advertised their other games under 'More Games' section.

Other than that I have found the game enjoyable to a certain extent. The replay value for the game is low. I would recommend
this game, but not at the game's full price value.. A pretty solid game. One of the more polished games made with FPSC. The
levels weren't very big but each made sense. If the levels were a bit bigger you would have a more epic game here, especially for
an indie dev. Lighting was great, and I didn;t encounter any bugs. 100% solid scifi shooter, Would have liked a little more back
story but cutscenes were decent useing ingame graphics as not to break the visual emersion. SOme of the voice acting was a
little flat, primarily from the protagonist but I did enjoy the heads up when a guard would sense me near. Some custom models
would have done this game well but I can't complain too much as what was there was placed well. My final thoughts - bigger and
more would make this have a bit more shine. Definitely a grab, especially for the summer steam sale. Remember to support
your Indie game creators folks.. I notiminated this for the \u201cI'm Not Crying, There's Something In My Eye\u201d award.
It's not really a sad game; it's actually pretty quirky and cute. However, the entire game is an allegory for something that's going
on in the real world right now, and that subject is pretty depressing.

*minor spoilers*

There was one point in particular that really hit me during one of my first playthroughs. I had figured out how to beat the game,
but I also realized that I was too late. Due to a certain time-oriented mechanic in the game, it had become totally impossible to
carry out my plan even though I knew exactly what I needed to do. All I could do was watch as all my creations were slowly
engulfed and destroyed. I actually watched it all happen, too. I didn't ragequit or do a quick restart. I just watched the world end
and felt depressed that the same thing might be happening in real life.. Constant crushes. Unable to record games that have more
than 15 years. Bugged in many ways. Don't waste your money.. This game is an original and interesting kind of niche dating sim.
I originally wanted to play it for laughs and see if I could eat the guy, but I was drawn in by the heartfelt interaction. The
responsiveness to the text you type is surprisingly good, the conversation feels natural most of the time. Playthroughs are quite
short, but you can do lots of playthroughs with different topics and outcomes.
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